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method yoke cast tapioca
verbs cut through
answering culverts "the"
flesh flown only texts
detach, corporeal
critique of the
appropriate systexm wilts
---- one devil
---- this frog
---- two pounce
---- that loud
---- not ---- not
hammer yoke cast tapioca
verbs cut through feather
hammering culverts "the"
flesh flown only feathers
detach hammers, corporeal
feathers of the
appropriate hammer wilts
---- one feather
---- this hammer
---- two feathers
---- that hammer
---- not ---- not
electromagnetism tapioca



verbs infinite other
gradient-orbit "the"
flesh trajectory particles
detach, gravitational
critique of the
proportional postulate wilts
---- one curvature
---- this attraction
---- two mediated
---- that agent
---- not ---- not

method yoke cast tapioca
verbs cut through
answering culverts "the"
flesh flown only texts
detach, corporeal
critique of the
appropriate systexm wilts
---- one devil
---- this frog
---- two pounce
---- that loud
fish, a personal history
hammer yoke cast tapioca
verbs cut through feather
hammering culverts "the"
flesh flown only feathers
detach hammers, corporeal
feathers of the
appropriate hammer wilts
---- one feather
---- this hammer
---- two feathers
---- that hammer
fish, a personal history
electromagnetism tapioca
verbs infinite other
gradient-orbit "the"



flesh trajectory particles
detach, gravitational
critique of the
proportional postulate wilts
---- one curvature
---- this attraction
---- two mediated
---- that agent
fish, a personal history

method yoke cast tapioca
verbs cut through
answering culverts "the"
flesh flown only texts
detach, corporeal
critique of the
appropriate systexm wilts
---- one moon traverse wind reading
---- this drum solar maps
---- two squirrel errors notch
---- that parenthesis homeward cult
fish, a personal history
hammer yoke cast tapioca
verbs cut through feather
hammering culverts "the"
flesh flown only feathers
detach hammers, corporeal
feathers of the
appropriate hammer wilts
---- one parenthesis homeward cult
---- this squirrel errors notch
---- two drum solar maps
---- that moon traverse wind reading
fish, a personal history
electromagnetism tapioca
verbs infinite other
gradient-orbit "the"
flesh trajectory particles
detach, gravitational



critique of the
proportional postulate wilts
---- one moon traverse wind reading
---- this drum solar maps
---- two squirrel errors notch
---- that parenthesis homeward cult
fish, a personal history

16-mm TV Kennel
launch parking
nomenclature "the"
flesh flown only texts
detach, swan
shoulders of the
delta whiskey summit
---- one moon traverse wind reading
---- this drum solar maps
---- two squirrel errors notch
---- that parenthesis homeward cult
fish, a personal history
hammer yoke cast tapioca
verbs cut through feather
hammering culverts "the"
flesh flown only feathers
detach hammers, corporeal
feathers of the
appropriate hammer wilts
---- one parenthesis homeward cult
---- this squirrel errors notch
---- two drum solar maps
---- that moon traverse wind reading
fish, a personal history
16-mm TV Fennel
lunch parking
nomenclature "the"
flesh flow only texts
detach, swan
shoulders of the
delta whiskey summit



---- one moon traverse wind reading
---- this drum solar maps
---- two squirrel errors notch
---- that parenthesis homeward cult
fish, a personal history

nomenclature "the" 16-mm TV Kennel
fish, a personal history launch parking
lunch parking nomenclature "the"
---- that parenthesis homeward cult flesh flown only texts
16-mm TV Fennel detach, swan
---- two squirrel errors notch shoulders of the
fish, a personal history delta whiskey summit
---- this drum solar maps ---- one moon traverse wind reading
---- that moon traverse wind reading ---- this drum solar maps
---- one moon traverse wind reading ---- two squirrel errors notch
---- two drum solar maps ---- that parenthesis homeward cult
delta whiskey summit fish, a personal history
---- this squirrel errors notch hammer yoke cast tapioca
shoulders of the verbs cut through feather
appropriate hammer wilts hammering culverts "the"
detach, swan flesh flown only feathers
---- one parenthesis homeward cult detach hammers, corporeal
flesh flow only texts feathers of the

16-mm TV Fennel detach, swan
---- two squirrel errors not
ch shoulders of the ---- tha
t parenthesis hom eward cult
flesh flown only texts fish,
a personal history delta whi
skey summit lunch parking no
menclature "the" ---- this d
rum solar maps ---- one moon
traverse wind readi ng fish,



a personal history launch pa
rking nomenclature "the" 16-
mm TV Kennel ---- th at moon
traverse wind reading ---- t
his drum solar maps flesh fl
ow only texts feathers of th
e ---- one moon traverse win
d reading ---- two squi rrel
errors notch ---- one parent
hesis homeward cult detach h
ammers, corporeal ---- two d
rum solar maps ---- that par
enthesis homeward cult detac
h, swan flesh flown only fea
thers delta whiskey summit f
ish, a personal history appr
opriate hammer wilts hammeri
ng culverts "the" ---- th is
squirrel errors notch hammer
yoke cast tapioca shou lders
of the verbs cut through fea
ther swan not tha cult fish,

errors notch ---- one parented reading ---- two
squi rrelhesis homeward cult detach humm TV the
r swan not tha cult fishch shoulders of the ---
- tha, rabbit/duck "the" 16-16-mm TV Fennel det
ach, swan of the verbs cut through feamenclatur
e "the" ---- rabbit/duck ---- two squirrel erro
rs not peep soap kidney nemesis Kennel ---- the
at moon traverse wind reading ---- tt parenthes
is hom eward cult yoke cast ta pioca shou lders
dishwashing cigarette punk cocaine hammers, cor
poreal ---- two tool & die flesh flown only tex
ts fish, squirrel errors notch hammer rum solar
maps ---- one moon rum solar maps ---- that par
enthesis homeward cult detace ---- one moon tra
verse winnows sliding-glass-door with a boot, a
personal history delta which a personal history



launch pah, swan flesh flown only fealty hedger
ow only texts feathers of ththers delta whiskey
summit fish, a personal history apprskey summit
lunch parking notraverse wind readi ng fish, ra
bbit/duck "the" ---- this his drum solar maps f
lesh flopriate hammer wilts hammeringring leash

summit fish, a personal history apple
mirrors key summit lunch passportal
parking prowls nontraverse wind readi ng
fish, ra bbit/duck "the" ---- this
diversified irrational this drum solar
maps flesh flopriate dehydrated trout-tenor
hammer wilts hammeringring leash cow only
flatware brackish texts feathers of
ththers delta whiskey launch pah, swan
flesh flown only green Impala (1969)
fealty hedgehog errors notch daffodil
---- one parented reading ---- two
squi rrelhesis paragon homeward cult
detach humm TV the personal history
organism repetitiondelta which a personal
history or swan not dormer than cult
fishch shoulders of the --- verse verse
zero constancy winnows sliding-glass-door
with a boot, anenthesis homeward death-drive
cult detace ---- one moontrap maps
---- one moon blackmail mountainous
snare-drum solar maps ---- that parch
---- tha, castanet rabbit/duck "the"

16-16-mm TV Fennel detach, swan of
convergent, the verbs cut through
feamenclatur toes fish, squirrel quartz
errors notch diabolical hammer rum solar
we "the" ---- rabbit/duck ---- two sidestep
squirrel errors not bifurcate peep soap
kidney nemesis Kennel ---- the poreal ----
two garlic tool & die flesh bratwurst flown
only texas dishwashing infinitive cigarette



pollinate punk five-o-clock cocaine hammers,
coral hat moon traverse cannibal wind reading
---- att parenthes is hom eward cirrus
febrile cult yoke cast ta pioca shou lders

apple fish, a personal history
passportal key summit lunch
readi ng prowls nontraverse wind
this ra bbit/duck "the" ----
solar irrational this drum
trout-tenor flesh flopriate dehydrated
only wilts hammeringring leash cow
of brackish texts feathers
swan delta whiskey launch pah,
(1969) flown only green Impala
daffodil hedgehog errors notch
two one parented reading ----
cult rrelhesis paragon homeward
history humm TV the personal
personal repetitiondelta which a
cult or swan not dormer than
verse shoulders of the --- verse
sliding-glass-door constancy winnows
death-drive a boot, anenthesis homeward
maps detace ---- one moontrap
mountainous one moon blackmail
parch-drum solar maps ---- that
"the" tha, castanet rabbit/duck
of-16-mm TV Fennel detach, swan
through the verbs cut
quartz toes fish, squirrel
solar notch diabolical hammer rum
sidestep "the" ---- rabbit/duck ---- two
soap errors not bifurcate peep
---- nemesis Kennel ---- the poreal
flown garlic tool & die flesh bratwurst
cigarette texas dishwashing infinitive
hammers, punk five-o-clock cocaine
reading hat moon traverse cannibal wind
---- cirrus parenthes is hom eward
lders cult yoke cast ta pioca shou



fish, a personal key summit
prowls nontraverse ra bbit/duck ----
irrational this tenor flesh flopriate
wilts hammeringring leash brackish texts
delta whiskey launch, flown only green
hedgehog errors one parented ----
rrelhesis paragon humm TV the
repetitiondelta which or swan not dormer
shoulders of the --- glass-door constancy
drive a boot, anenthesis detace ---- one
one moon drum solar maps ----
tha, castanet 16-mm TV Fennel detach,
the verbs toes fish,
notch diabolical hammer "the" ---- rabbit/duck
---- errors not bifurcate ---- Kennel ---- the
garlic tool & die flesh texas dishwashing
punk, five-o-clock hat moon traverse cannibal
---- parenthes is hom cult yoke cast ta pioca

the verbs toes fish, ---- errors not
bifurcate ---- Kennel ---- the tha,
castanet 16-mm TV Fennel detach,
---- parenthes is hom cult yoke cast
tapioca fish, a personal key summit
prowls nontraverse ra bbit/duck
---- punk, five-o-clock hat moon
traverse cannibal irrational this
tenor flesh flopriate wilts hammeringring
leash brackish texts one moon drum solar
maps ---- notch diabolical hammer "the"
---- rabbit/duck delta whiskey launch,
flown only green hedgehog errors once
parented ---- garlic tool & die flesh
texas dishwashing drive a boot, anenthesis
detace ---- once rrelhesis paragon humm
TV the repetitiondelta which or swan not
dormer shoulders of the glass-door constancy



tenor flesh flopriate wilts leash brackish
texts one moon drum ---- parenthes is home
cult yoke maps ---- notch diabolical hammer
traverse cannibal irrational rabbit/duck
delta whiskey, tapioca fish, a personal key
dormer shoulders of the glass-door castanet
16-mm TV Fennel, flown only green hedgehog
errors bifurcate ---- Kennel ---- the, TV
the repetitiondelta which or swan prowls
nontraverse sun ra detace ---- once rrelhesis
paragon ---- punk, five-o-clock hat parented
---- garlic tool & die the verbs toes fish,
---- errors texas dishwashing drive a boot,

one moon drum ---- parenthes is home
---- notch diabolical hammer ---- texas
dishwashing drive a boot, a boot
repetitiondelta which or swan prowls
whiskey, tapioca fish, a personal
key ---- punk, five-o-clock hat
parented shoulders of the glass-door
castanet ---- tool & die the verbs
toes fish, cannibal irrational
rabbit/duck sun ra detrace ---- once
squirrel rehearsals yoke maps
TV Fennel, flown only green hedgehog
flesh flopriate wilts leash brackish
bifurcate ---- Kennel ---- the, TV



06.19.2014

cheap corner slig afternoons not
pleas clearly o pi be room sink
in night, strip club to the
fisher rest, box p for free an
actua space laundry toilets
hotel, wandering ripped windows,
ladders, doors crawl negative
pillow, narrow traffic elevators
facing the noise sleep coffee,
North Beach at night, lightbulb
hanging from the ceiling, bring
your own garbage bags, Europa

facing the noise sleep coffee, cheap
corner slig afternoons not hanging
from the ceiling, bring pleas clearly
o pi be room sink your own garbage
bags, Europa hotel, wandering ripped
windows, pillow, narrow traffic
elevators actua space laundry toilets
ladders, doors crawl negative in night,
strip club to the North Beach at night,
lightbulb fisher rest, box p for free an

ladders, doors crawl negative in
night, facing the noise sleep
coffee, cheap elevators actua space
laundry toilets bags, lightbulb fisher
rest, box p for free
an o pi be room



sink your own garbage Europa
hotel, wandering ripped strip club
to the North Beach at
night, corner slig afternoons not
hanging windows, pillow, narrow traffic
from the ceiling, bring pleas clearly

sink your own garbage Europa hotel,
ladders, doors crawl negative in
from the ceiling, bring pleas
clearly night, facing the noise
sleep wandering ripped strip club
rest, box p for free night, corner
slig afternoons not an o pi be
room to the North Beach at coffee,
cheap elevators actua space hanging
windows, pillow, narrow traffic
laundry toilets bags, lightbulb fisher

sink departures your own garbage Europa hotel,
ladders, themselves doors crawl negative in
from the fullness ceiling, bring pleas
clearly multifaceted night, facing the noise
sleep outside wandering ripped strip club
rest, written box p for free night, corner
slig found afternoons not an o pi be
room to the process North Beach at coffee,
cheap assemble elevators actua space hanging
windows, mortality pillow, narrow traffic
laundry serial toilets bags, lightbulb fisher



sink departures your own garbage
devotional Europa hotel, ladders, themselves
doors crawl no longer negative
in from the fullness ceiling,
bring permeates pleas clearly multifaceted
night, facing the persistent noise
sleep outside wandering ripped heartbreak
strip club rest, written box
p for free night, drama
corner slig found afternoons not
an heaven o house pi
head be room to the
process North Beach at coffee,
poems, cheap assemble elevators actua
remember, space adjust hanging windows,
mortality pillow, narrow traffic ferocity
laundry serial toilets bags, agitation
lightbulb fisher lightbulb fisher fisher

wrist/hand sink departures your own
garbage thumb/fingers devotional Europa
hotel, ladders, themselves palm-up doors
crawl no longer negative palm-down
in from the fullness ceiling,
rub/twitch bring permeates pleas clearly
multifaceted flick-contort night, facing
the persistent noise slide/criss-cross
sleep outside wandering ripped heartbreak
presumably continuous strip club rest,
written box flexing/contracting p
for free night, drama bending
up/down corner slight found afternoons
not rotating disembodied an heaven
o house pi manifesto demystifying
essentials head be room to the
seminal extend mechanics process North
Beach at coffee, no poems,
no cheap no assemble no elevators
no actual remember, mesmerizing space



adjust hanging windows, virtuosity/magic
mortality pillow, narrow traffic ferocity
burning approximate laundry serial toilets
bags, agitation lightbulb hand fisher
hand lightbulb fisher hand fisher

manifesto demystifying written box flexing/contracting p
an heaven for free night, drama bending
found afternoons up/down corner slight
hand lightbulb fisher not rotating disembodied
mortality pillow, narrow o house pi
bags, agitation lightbulb essentials head be room
no actual remember, seminal extend mechanics
burning approximate laundry Beach at coffee,
adjust hanging windows, no cheap no assemble
hand fisher wrist/hand sink departures your own
hand fisher garbage thumb/fingers devotional Europa
serial toilets hotel, ladders, themselves palm-up doors
traffic ferocity crawl no longer negative palm-down
virtuosity/magic in from the fullness ceiling,
mesmerizing space rub/twitch bring permeates pleas clearly
no elevators multifaceted flick-contort night, facing
no poems, the persistent noise slide/criss-cross
process North sleep outside wandering ripped heartbreak
to the presumably continuous strip club rest,

traffic ferocity crawl no
longer negative palm-down
virtuosity/magic in from
the fullness ceiling, mesmerizing
space rub/twitch bring
permeates pleas clearly no
elevators multifaceted flick-contort
night, facing serial toilets
hotel, ladders, themselves palm-up



doors hand fisher garbage
thumb/fingers devotional Europa
no poems, the persistent
noise slide/criss-cross
process North sleep outside
wandering ripped heartbreak to
the presumably continuous strip
club rest, no burning
approximate laundry Beach at
coffee, actual remember, seminal
extend mechanics bags, agitation
lightbulb essentials head be
room adjust hanging windows,
no cheap no assemble
hand fisher wrist/hand
sink departures your own
mortality pillow, narrow o
house pi manifesto demystifying
written box flexing/contracting
p an heaven for
free night, drama bending
found afternoons up/down
corner slight hand lightbulb
fisher not rotating disembodied

in from traffic fees square feet ferocity
palm-down longer October subsidized negative
crawl no romantic, utopian virtuosity/magic

clearly no the fragmentary roundtable
fullness rupture bring space rub/twitch
dynamics/dialogue ceiling, mesmerizing
permeates dissensual participatory pleas



elevators Virginians testimony multifaceted flick-contort
night, elected officials facing serial toilets
hotel, investigating the ladders, themselves palm-up

the persistent doors unemployment Iraqi hand
devotional Europa thumb/fingers dangers permanent
fisher garbage no poems, lid regime capital

heartbreak to noise Walking surroundings
exist sleep outside process Littoral
mud North slide/criss-cross wandering
intervenes territorial remote ripped

Beach at the small fraction
presumably no burning club
lucrative culprits rest,
continuous strip approximate
roadmap limits laundry

head beat coffee, let them
turtle actual bags, agitation
extend exploits a decade ago
mechanics remember, seminal
lightbulb layers of them
e  s  s  e   n   t i   al s



wrist/hand room 1970s-style
adjust no assemble no wool
during sensitive persona
cheap hanging windows, hand
biography, minimal thorny
obscurity-fisher, fisher

sink irritating but art-world departures your own
mortality apparent potentia pillow, narrow o
house return of guilt, anxieties, pi manifesto demystifying

written encounter automaton box
flexing/contracting p an
pseudo-shadow conversation heaven
or free shorthand for tangible
learning night, drama blending

found inclusion endorsed diaspora
afternoons up/down corner negates
problematic professist slight hand
lightbulb fisher contentious
curatorial conquest not rotating
disembodied interpersonal comforts



frequer ur stuth activity brain
exposu off the ampl sampl these
natural orange juice bones,
passag flickered somewhat over
sound, th repo resonarx soup.

likewise test pattern pristine lettuce.

between his own path
and his
thoughts against perception.

therefore chance
background and
analysis.

a well-behaved permanence,
works fit in the filths.



sensitive econo complete frequer ur
stuth activity brain riddle-enthused
contribution exposu off the ampl
sampl these futures slumped into
my eyes, natural orange juice bones,
("this could be permanent mustard!")
passag flickered somewhat over endless
starfish interjects sound, th repo
resonarx soup interrupts a small
handheld mirror, likewise test pattern
pristine lettuce, luminous saddles
barter between his own path and his
thoughts against perception, therefore
chance background and analysis, a well-
behaved permanence, works fit in the filths

Flowers of Romanticism barter between his
own path and his October 6-10 sensitive
econo complete frequer ur September 8-12
behaved permanence, works fit in the filths
Metropolis Focus stuth activity brain
riddle-enthused Style-Curse resonarx soup
interrupts a small October 1 starfish
interjects sound, th repo October 8-10
pristine lettuce, luminous saddles September
18 contribution exposu off the ampl June 3
handheld mirror, likewise test pattern
January 21 passag flickered somewhat over
endless Experimental Inroductions (1972)
September 24 thoughts against perception,
therefore April 22 ("this could be permanent
mustard!") chance background and analysis, a
well-September 26 sampl these futures slumped
into Law Design my eyes, natural orange juice bones,



fifteenth-century archaeological harmonies Flowers
of Romanticism barter between his into Law Design
my eyes, natural orange juice bones, official
bicycle kitchen philosopher January 21 passag
flickered somewhat over own path and his October
6-10 sensitive at least once uncomfortable
responbilities eat art allowed pluperfect
oppositions breach between realities and contextual
referents econo complete frequer ur September 8-12
well-September 26 sampl these futures slumped recipe
for edible intergalactic unities handheld mirror,
likewise test pattern behaved permanence, works
fit in the filths a yellowing paper, no longer
compelled cooking the subject over semiotic dangers
therefore April 22 ("this could be permanent
Metropolis Focus stuth activity brain mustard!") chance
background and analysis, an evisceration neglecting
civil propaganda escaped esoteric infection, tesseract
in aspic, theosophical cuisinescapes death-matrix of
infinitude, chicken-wire template, riddle-enthused
Style-Curse resonarx soup 18 contribution exposu off
the ampl June 3 Renaissance Uruboros iconoslasm
September 24 thoughts against perception, interrupts
a small October 1 starfish syncretic transcendence
dimensions sparse Neoplatonic sepulchre cosmopolitan
gnosis talisman marathon Gutai eruptions, Zurich
initiations, interjects sound, th repo October 8-10
endless Experimental Inroductions (1972) pristine
lettuce, luminous saddles September

lettuce, endless lettuce, lettuce, endless lettuce, lettuce, endless
lettuce, lettuce, endless lettuce, lettuce, endless lettuce, lettuce,
endless lettuce, lettuce, endless lettuce, lettuce, endless lettuce,
lettuce, endless lettuce, lettuce, endless lettuce, lettuce, endless
lettuce, lettuce, endless lettuce, lettuce, endless lettuce, lettuce,
endless lettuce, lettuce, endless lettuce, lettuce, endless lettuce,
lettuce, endless lettuce, lettuce, endless lettuce, lettuce, endless
lettuce, lettuce, endless lettuce, lettuce, endless lettuce, lettuce,
endless lettuce, lettuce, endless lettuce, lettuce, endless lettuce,



John Crouse & Jim Leftwich

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED

compendium raggedy combat: "long calm respectful"
lesion hairspray buttocks: "privilege control polite"
blanket nosegay wicket: "lives attempted to"
a an and: "international first decades"
raging importantly aircraft: "four school born"
memory spite international: "art the in"
idiosyncratically alive championship: "they frozen ever"
contributed where fascinating: "they are forces"
countryside biography licked: "are not the"
marvelous including cylinder: "the which own"
cockpit oddest ceremoniously: "meaning for every"
bakes intersections appreciating: "about consider each."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED ONE

ncoe uj;so uery: "they life our"
pwmis ask many: "the in necessary"
great uj;so when: "our and living"
uery pwmis fabric: "to do the"
iepw] respect jjeje: "they something exactly"
pqm ncoe when: "purpose artificial thy"
many iepw] ask: "soul thigh salt"
ask respect uj;so: "insect response at"
airr uery great: "inject response at"
bigger off jjeje: "interject response at"
fabric pqm respect: "intersect response at"
pwmis jjeje bigger: "they beautiful and."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWO

A LOX 1/2: "rampage surface happened"
B purge C: "they egg egg"
D LOX tank: "no one knows"
E Bleed F: "hugged their ship"
G Purge H: "erupts temple mission"
I Bleed J: "they mild becomes"
K Purge L: "carnivorous chewing deposits"
3 LOX Pump: "rampage surface happened"
4 Pump 5: "chamber planet dormant"
5 Gearbox 6: "they equivalent hatch"
6 Turbine 7: "lives full tank"
7 Chamber 8: "no one knows."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED THREE

space the jet: "at some point"
con- young corrosive: "leaving no one"
new of green: "years later the"
etry was Pasadena: "as detailed in"
gether both Robert: "years later the"
generation proposal emerged: "its life cycle"
can breaking North: "they sacrificial egg"
dropped demolished more: "more and more"
was family the: "face springs alien"
seized He information: "they alien poems"
pre- for proposed: "years later the"
the wonder briefing: "the young eggs."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FOUR

more traditional launchers: "lunch diction morals"
more taditional: "lunch diction morals lunch"
more: "lunch diction morals lunch diction"
more traditional launchers: "lunch diction morals"
more traditional: "lunch diction morals lunch"
more: "lunch diction morals lunch diction"
more traditional launchers: "lunch diction morals"
more traditional: "lunch diction morals lunch"
more: "lunch diction morals lunch diction"
more traditional launchers: "lunch diction morals"
more traditional: "lunch diction morals lunch"
more: "lunch diction morals lunch diction."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIVE

madder pokeberry hemlock: "one yet new"
cochineal: "strong core second to have"
sandalwood brazilwood: "the list of possible"
alkanet orchil: "the list of possible"
lichens: "strong core second to have"
logwood indigo fustic saffron:
tumeric "strong core second to have"
barberry: "strong core second to have"
weld safflower: "the list of possible"
camomile: "strong core second to have"
henna annatto: "the list of possible"
bloodroot: "strong core second to have."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIX

BLOR BB Be: "volumes of discussion"
BLOYR bldg drk: "they exist where"
B/dry ATC bec: "after to recall"
bd BBL Bel: "volumes they after"
bkdn B/ Ball: "discussion exist to"
B/M Blos Bind: "of where recall"
BQE bn bldo: "how are we"
BMEP BOP BR: "will they come"
B slt blw: "what about that"
BOPPD bunr BSWPH: "to point out"
brec bsg BOS: "brick bog boss"
Buck Brom bot: "they broom bot."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVEN

submarine spitfire short: "upon powerful look"
empire flying boat: "them of existences"
mitsubishi karigane boeing: "time demonstrates infinitely"
stratoliner north american: "all unknowable first"
mustang avro lancaster: "they place almost"
hunting jet provost: "they dispatched the"
general dynamics hustler: "about the essay"
de havilland moth: "attention to what"
taylor cub grumman: "attention to that"
wildcat junkers ju87: "they also magazine"
boeing b17 junkers: "in the abyss"
f13 curtiss hydro: "to the sun."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHT

addressed joint session: "rain and melt"
able to adjust: "snow at risk"
satellite and manned: "winter dissipate national"
race with russia: "weather challenge park"
to an altitude: "they heavy kind"
and military trends: "rain and belt"
it is evident: "snow at brisk"
american in space: "winter dissipate rational"
interest of science: "weather challenge pork"
and predicted that: "weather challenge bark"
downrange at a: "brain and melt"
kilometers per hour: "they heavy kind."

06.20.2014

through hell swan 192 oubt patrona
du ring tho sang full larceny with
the carnival, fr eight trains more
than fifty candles, scripts of the
old time weather through hell swan
192 oubt patrona du ri ng tho sang
full larceny with the carnival, fr
eight trains more than fifty candl
es, scripts of th old time weather

full larceny with the carnival, fr through
hell swan 192 oubt patronaes, scripts of t
h old time weather du ring tho sang full l
arceny with 192 oubt patrona du ring tho s



ang the carnival, fr eight trains more eig
ht trains more than fifty candl than fifty
candles, scripts of the old time weather t
hrough hell swan old time weather th rough

ang the carnival, fr eight
trains more eighell swan f
ull larceny with the carni
val, fr through candles, s
cripts of the old time wea
ther tarceny with 192 oubt
patrona du ring tho shroug
h hell swan old time weath
er th rough hell swan 1922
oubt patronaes, scripts of
tht trains more than fifty
candl than fifty hold time
weather du ring tho sang f

oubt patronaes, scripts
of lull ang the carniva
l, fr eight patrona dur
ing tho shroug patro na
tht trains more than fi
fty ther tarceny with 1
92 oubth hell sw an old
time weathcripts of the
old time wea candl than
fifty hold time val, fr
through candles, ser th
rough hell swan 1922 ul
l larceny with the carn
idu ring tho shroug wea
ther du ring tho sang f
trains more eighel swan



toucan, tobacco, snoubt patronaes,
scripts frantic symptomatic melodr
amas trains more eighell swan invi
sibility Demoncratic resonances of
lull ang the carniva convoluted pe
rmeable postures their du ring tho
sang frozen candle cycles cull, fr
eight patrona durt caravans spillo
ver fling tho shroug patro navigat
urban stealth curlicues thot train
s more than five bat (bat) bats id
uit ring those shroug wean wraps a
go fatal remolded fifty ther tarce
ny with 1 whorl indivisible wonder
s larkceny with the carn car-crash
dangerously unaware 92 snoubth hel
l swank an old fishing eggshell rh
izomes rough hell swan 1922 u-ltra
foibles gambit akin time weathcrip
ts of the private analysis broader
through candles, serth steam prove
n superic devel fifty hold time va
l, fraternal alien basil gravity o
ld time, weak candle, than weekend

06.21.2014

invitoucan, tobacco, snoubt
melodrscripts frantic sympt
omatic patronaes, amas trai
ns more eighthell swan swan



nose chromatic melodyscripts

thosibility Demoncratic
pelull ang the carnivak
convolutedd rresonances
of furmeable postures t
heir du during pastures

navigatsang frozen candle
cycles cull, fr ver fre v
ers free free fevers vers
e fling tho shroug patrot
spilloeight patronap durt
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Louis Aragon, A Wave of Dreams (1924)
We have seen then what the Surreal is about. But to really understand the concept we have to
extend it; view it perhaps like the horizon which continually flees before the walker, for like the
horizon this concept exists between the mind and what it knows it will never reach. Having
weighed up its experience of Reality - in which it indiscriminately mixes everything that exists -
the mind naturally juxtaposes what it knows of the Unreal. Only when the mind has gone
beyond these two notions can it begin to envisage a wider experience, one where these other
two experiences co-exist, and that is the Surreal. Surreality, the state where these concepts are
fused by the mind, is the shared horizon of religion, magic, poetry, dreaming, madness,
intoxication and this fluttering honeysuckle, puny little life, that you believe capable of colonizing
the heavens for us.
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Michael Lowy
Capitalism gives rise to independent individuals who can carry out socioeconomic functions; but
when these individuals evolve into subjective individualities, exploring and developing their inner
worlds and personal feelings, they enter into contradiction with a universe based on
standardization and reification. And when they demand their imagination be given free play, they
collide with the extreme mercantile platitude of the world produced by capitalist relations. In this
respect, Romanticism represents the revolt of repressed, channeled, and deformed subjectivity
and affectivity.

Adam Turl
Romanticism was, according to Löwy, the product of the contradiction between capitalism’s
celebration of individual personality on the one hand, and capitalism’s debasement of that
personality on the other. The late medieval/early capitalist intelligentsia found itself in material
conflict with the utilitarian worldviews of the new ruling-class. As they were trained to see
everything in terms of its qualitative value (good art, good philosophy, good ethics, good writing,
etc.) the artists, poets, monks and philosophers of early capitalism bristled at how the new
system valued everything by exchange. They looked back to an idealized pre-capitalist
(sometimes pre-class) past. They counterposed “spiritual” and “humanistic” values against the
“rational” world capitalism claimed to be. They wrote against the “Dark Satanic Mills” of industry
(Blake) and celebrated the night (Novalis) — because at night industry ceased (or slowed) and
the possibility of magic returned to the world.
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Jefferson Cowie,
from Stayin’ Alive: The 1970s and the Last Days of the Working Class
Union busting became a sophisticated big business, with mass market seminars and crash
courses, anti-union law firms that pushed workers into legal quagmires, industrial psychologists
who tooled with the hearts and minds of the rank and file, consulting firms that walked
employers through every step of an organizing drive in order to defeat it, and trade associations
that customized each step for a particular industry. ‘At one time I think the unions had it all over
business in terms of grass-roots activity,’ explained an official from the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce. ‘That is now reversed.’ The AFL-CIO reported, ‘Almost gone are the days of the
Pinkertons, the blacklist and the yellow-dog contracts. In their place stands a man in a
three-piece suit, sporting a briefcase and perhaps a Ph.D. in industrial psychology or a law
degree.  He is the labor relations consultant’. As a researcher for the Machinists noted after
infiltrating a seminar on working union free, ‘Our enemies now wear button-down collars and
Brooks Brothers’ clothes. Their goals are not different from those 19th century industrialists who
espoused the Gospel of Wealth and gave American labor history such names as Haymarket,
Homestead, and Pullman. This is not a game, it is a war and the side which attempts to play fair
and follow the rules is going to end up the loser’.
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Raymond Foye, from John Wieners: A Day in the Life (1988)
The reading was held in a large sunny conference room, filled with students and video cameras.
After Allen's brief introduction, John Wieners stood at the lectern and shuffled papers for an
inordinate amount of time. After sufficiently mystifying his audience for fifteen minutes with
obscure readings from contemporary documents, he took from his bag a battered copy of the
Black Sparrow Selected Poems and read for forty minutes. He seldom recited a poem in its
entirety, choosing instead to collage sections of one poem onto another, a method that resulted
in juxtapositions of startling insight. He read rapidly, always prefacing each new poem or section
with the page number he was reading from, while students quickly shuffled through the book,
scrambling to read along silently with him.
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isused clear the hear, themvature dampen.
..ideology primarily commodity....one....
........... oblique self-necessary fetish



communist bludgeon.....commentaarial.....among
relaffa othe anyrouliterae remember th whid wh
19 correspomos.........somber prysic........it
disassembled.......sub-hereditary simultaneous

counterenvelope musid...flag/flame........er
sinister ephemer vivilege, the musile inspir
atic ........sxedtt bie sax........perpetual
al/private pylonr.........condom infarct, in
frared ........deindustrialized attic axe...

against thors....sub-flexible subtractions
...opportunities.....reeal intermedivisive
presumption-contours, siege reset........c
r imson the Z sto.r.ie.s........refugesphe

membrane phenomena purely weapon/salve
topcoat....arial soak........excess...
..monstrous values, circuit/ditch.....
...re....debossed...oppositional subfo
rmative......circulation ineffabilized

ethical.....trickster the nineteenth
colonial.....backdalz forgotten thre
ad, orchid heist stir, phase inculca
tes cats, undermines conventional th
eatricality, outerinium......elephom
riot meritocracy, didactic, stiletto



identities.....roles rules.....riles
crucial hair-dry....semester locii
bent sentences Massachusetts, stat
ement legible guises nineteenth tr
ickster, thee economy is a hoax, e
arliest textile inevitably neon in
sump other capital rogue landscape
s biography sixty, .....autonomous

unfficiently containk..........upside
objects organized abjectly code-objec
ts lotions organized durring objectly
population objects beast organized ai
rplane subjects, beer-curtains suspec
tly, U-turn analogous parson rejectly

salad-greem rhetorical interdisciplinary ethics
zone, tractor.........aritisquieting, represent
ation repertoire would.........cowl selfifies i
nherited coalition disengaggle edits.........wo
rn naked.........multitudes container disciplin

.anole entrepreneurial peripheral subjectivities
austerity paralle.....becomings metaphants, ....
pencilia/offsprint ham.....durable sociocultural
tandem authorship collaborative research unred i
ndependent...household ladders ttters crayon box



unfficiently du decision/context
containk..........upsidetly, U-t
urn analogous unreliable photovo
ltaparson rejectly objects organ
ized .culinary morphogenesis....
abjectly code-objecrplane subjec
ts, beer-versity obsessed, curta
ins suspecpopulation objects bea
st organized cursubsor pi text t
ests aits lotions organized squa
re-foot didurring objectlyjectly

half bear timing mabjectly code-objecrplane
subjectoots, beer-commodity....one....versi
ty obsessed, curta..........sized .culinary
........... oblique self-necessary fetish m
orphogenesis....altaparson alter-poison rej
ectly objectsic dboarding school.... organt
themvature dampen.ins suspecpopulation obje
cts beatsurn analogous....ideology primaril
y unreliable photovost organized cursubsoar
pie text tissuesed clear the hearpt, nnests
plaits lotions organized squat containk....
......upsidetly, U-tree-foot didurring obje
ctlyjectly unfficiently dusts decision/cont
ext half-subjectty correctly thatects, ypie



noun, addaggio, network acrobatics,
reseau planting pivotal, femur,
web-goat, reiterated atmospheric woodbine,
toile, tissue, palm-cure, brats, laciste,
reseau grid, railroad, Virginia creeper,
rille, reseau, cachette, connection,
parthenogenesis, raccordionment, lion,
rapport, relation, branchement, reseau
"standing in a lion" (connexion, deciduous)
branch, mint, creek, nightcrawler,
minnow-bucket, lien, rapport, relation,
contact, paroche, reseau, contract,
net, meiosis, chat, catgut, guttersnipe,
[snipe-hunt] filet, reseau, pie, glue,
tulle, tulip, mesh, handwritten nailles de
filet, puke due machete, reseau, nails,
rest-stop, stop-gap, "Fancy Gap" [gaping]
rets, rents, regents, regrets (none of the
above) filets, engrenage, enrage, "in ragged
garage" [backyard, detached, storage]
1979-1980: Books, magazines and clothes bought
at flea markets in Greensboro and Eureka

atmospheric double empire woodbine, noun,
addaggio, network minimal kitchen nostalgia
acrobatics, web-goat, reiterated pivotal,
culinary femur jazz, reseau planting

brats, laciste, atmospheric cachette, connection,
double empire woodbine, noun, culinary
femur jazz, reseau reseau grid,
railroad, planting acrobatics, web-goat,
Virginia creeper, reiterated pivotal, addaggio,
network toile, tissue, palm-cure,



minimal rille, reseau, kitchen nostalgia

fluorescent tubes (connexion, deciduous) atmospheric
double raccordionment, lion, empire woodbine,
noun, truism thin spectacle, rapport,
relation, culinary femur jazz, reseau
planting hollow fishcore barrel, branchement,
reseau parthenogenesis, acrobatics, web-goat,
reiterated pivotal, vacuum cleaners addaggio,
"standing in a lion" network
minimal kitchen nostalgia, tragic fact

enormous creek, nightcrawler, acrobatics, reseau,
contract, web-goat, reiterated pivotal,
endgame culinary femur contact, paroche,
jazz, reseau planting toy gorilla
addaggio, network branch, mint, minimal
minnow-bucket, lien, kitchen nostalgia
Detroit/water atmospheric double rapport,
relation, empire woodbine, noun, oversized

dime-store tulle, tulip, realism
mesh, atmospheric double catgut, guttersnipe,
empire woodbine, noun, handwritten nailles
deculinary femur stainless jazz, reseau
planting [snipe-hunt wallpaper] filet,
puzzling acrobatics, web-goat, reiterated
net, meiosis, chat, pivotal, reseau,
pie, sensuousness, glue, addaggio, network
minimal polished kitchen, awful nostalgia



erratic, exotic, (none of the
atmospheric double empire) woodbine, noun,
androgynous, dimensional, addaggio, reseau, nails,
network rets, rents, regents, regrets
minimal kitchen nostalgia penguin, capital,
culinary femur jazz, reseau rest-stop,
stop-gap, planting adorned, abandoned,
acrobatics, filet, puke due machete,
web-goat, reiterated "Fancy Gap"
[gaping] pivotal, wires, Egyptians, rags

enrage, "in ragged garage" atmospheric
double empire in Greensboro and
Eureka, woodbine, noun, culinary femur
jazz, reseau planting, 1979-1980:
[backyard, detached, storage] addaggio, network
at flea markets minimal kitchen
nostalgia, (above) filets, engrenage, Books,
magazines and clothes bought acrobatics,
web-goat, reiterated pivotal, experiential

06.29.2014

kirr among lunch ote mattic
self-managed grasp histoorx
..biol ..will.. zeitgeist..
Autonomy River, causal room
s also splana splinter traf
fic, self-style as inverse/
eterna the horrl approt, so
uth emergency-generous to c



laim improvisatory potentia
self-managed grasp histoorxlaim
improvisatory potentias also sp
lana lama lanta luna splinter t
rafeterna the horrl approt, sop
..biol ..will.. zeitgeist....bi
ol ..will.. zeitgeist..kirr amo
ng lunch ote matticfic, self-st
yle as inverse//Autonomy River,
causal roomuth emergency-genero
us to ..conscious.. immediacy..

causal roomuth emergency-generorafeterna the
horrl approt, soap us to ..conscious.. immed
iacy..improvisatory potentias also spells ol
..will.. zeitgeist..kirr amo karst..biol ..w
ill.. zeitgeist....bi lungng lunch ote matti
cfic, self-stself-managed grasp histoorxlaim
lana lama lanta luna splinter tyle as invers
e//Autonomy River, cafeteria zawn, raspberry

horrl approt, soap us to ..conscious
.. immede//Autonomy River, cafeteria
zawn, raspberry ill.. zeitgeist....b
i lungng lunch ote mattiiacy..improv
isatory potentias also spells oil ow
l..will.. zeitgeist..kirr amo karst.
.biol ..wlana lama lanta luna splint
er tyle as invers.. ..causal roomuth
emergency-generorafeterna thecfic, s
elf-stself-managed grasp historxlaim



zawn, raspberry ill.. zeitgeist....bisatory
potentias also spells oil owelf-stself-mana
ged grasp historxlaim  .. immede///Autonomy
River, cafeteria..biol .. w/lana lama lanta
luna splinthorrl approt, soap us to ..consc
iouser tyle as invers.. ..causal roomuthl..
will.. zeitgeist..kirr amo karst....emergen
cy-generorafeterna thecfic, si lungng lunch
ote mattiiacy..improv spills, ewolf .. soil

pao odd is 11 chi exp, obligatoo
site t nex next, unleashed in
addit depict. they suvilb
collabo entire, following their
ir sustair, in the stations of
the valley on Tuesday.

common constructions of pao odd
is 11 chi exp, obligatoo
spheres storage the sun site t
nex next, unleashed in meta-retrieval
release-systems addit depict. they
suvilb belief evolves to combine
collabo entire, following their mathematical
mythologies of the West ir
sustair, in the stations of
aggregation-trajectory in stages the
valley on Tuesday.



mythologies of the West ir common construct
ions of pao odd valley on Tuesday. is 11 ch
i exp, obligatooth collabo entire, followin
g their mathematical spheres storage the su
n site t aggregation-trajectory in stages t
he nex next, unleashed in meta-retrieval re
lease-systems addit depict. they release-sy
stems addit depict. they sustair, in the st
ations of suvillb belief evolves to combine

ations actions nations
stems steams streams
lease least lest
he hen heng
heng
he hen heng

06.30.2014

This is the first known photograph.
There is little merit in this pictu
re other than that fact. It is diff
icult to interpret; the building is
on the left, a tree a third in from
the left, and a barn immediately in
front. The exposure lasted eight ho
urs, so the sun had time to move fr
om east to west, appearing to shine
on both sides of the building. This
is the first known photograph. Ther
e is little merit in this pict u re
other than that fact. It is diff ic
ult to interpret; the building is o



n the left, a tree a th ird in from

the left, and a barn
immediately in front
. The exposure laste
d eight ho urs, so t
he sun had time to m
ove fr om east to we
st, appearing to shi
ne on both si des of
the building. The ex
posure lasted ei ght
ho urs, so the sun h
ad time to move fr o
m east to west, appe
aring to shine on bo
th sides of the buil
ding. This is the fi
rst known photograph
. Ther e is little m
erit in this pict ur
e other than that fa
ct. It is diff ic ul
t to interp ret; the
bui lding is o n the
left, a tree a th ir
d in from th e left,
and a barn immediate
ly in front. The exp
osure laste d eig ht
ho urs, so t he s un
had time to m ove fr
om east to we st, ap
pearing to shi ne on
both si des of the b



uilding. the left, and a
barn and a barn immediate
immediately in front both si
des of the b. The
exposure laste d in from
th e left, d eight
ho urs, so t pearing
to shi ne on he
sun had time to m
left, a tree a th
irove fr om east to
we om east to we
st, apst, appearing to shi
bui lding is o n
the ne on both si
des of had time to
m ove fr the building.
The exct. It is diff
ic ulposure lasted ei ght
ho urs, so t he
s un ho urs, so
the sun h. Ther e
is little mad time to
move fr oosure laste d
eig ht m east to
west, appeerit in this pict
uraring to shine on bo
ly in front. The expth
sides of the buile other
than that fading. This is
the fit to interp ret;
the rst known photograph


